Abstract
Introduction
Interval-valued fuzzy sets were introduced independently by Zadeh [39] and others authors [18, 21, 31] in the seventies. This integration of Fuzzy Theory [38] with Interval Mathematics [26] has been studied from different viewpoints [12, 13, 33, 23, 28, 37, 29, 27, 17] . For example, Lodwick at [25] points out four ways to integrate fuzzy and interval approaches. One of them uses membership functions with intervals values, in order to model the uncertainty in the process of determining exact membership grades with the usual fuzzy membership functions.
Fuzzy implications play an important role in fuzzy logic, both in the broad sense (heavily applied to fuzzy control, analysis of vagueness in natural language and techniques of soft-computing) and in the narrow sense (developed as a branch of many-valued logic that is able to investigate deep logical questions). However, there is no consensus among researchers which extra properties fuzzy implications should satisfy. In the literature, several fuzzy implication properties have already been considered and their interrelationship with the other kinds of connectives are generally presented (see, e.g., [8] ).
On the other hand, Santiago et al. [32] formalized two of some usual notions of interval computations, namely, the notions of correctness and optimality, explicitly required in [19] . That work described how those notions could be related to the notion of continuity on the real numbers and also to the notions of continuity proposed by Moore and Scott. The concept of representation, meaning "correct function", was introduced to emphasize the idea that interval computations represent computationally real entities. The most important result of that paper is the notion of canonical interval representation, which is an interval function that is optimal and correct. The resulting relations of those concepts with the usual continuity on the real numbers pointed out a method to extend real functions to suitable interval functions that preserve some desired properties, mainly, the continuity in terms of Moore and Scott. Following the idea of extracting interval counterparts from real functions, using the approach above, Bedregal and Takahashi [6, 7] provided interval counterparts for fuzzy connectives. However, for fuzzy implications [7] , the authors considered just those properties proposed by Fodor and Roubens [16] and the classes of R-implications. In this paper, we also consider S-implications and QL-implications and prove that they are preserved by their canonical interval representations.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, the definition of the best interval representation of a real function is summarized. Interval extensions of fuzzy t-norms, t-conorms and fuzzy negation are discussed in Sect. 3. Section 4 provides an analysis of properties of fuzzy implication. Section 5 shows that the minimal properties of fuzzy implications may be extended from interval fuzzy degrees. Interval fuzzy implications generated by interval fuzzy connectives are discussed in Sect. 6. Sect. 7 is the Conclusion.
Best Interval Representations
Consider the real unit interval Several natural partial orders may be defined on U [9] . The most used orders in the context of interval mathematics that are considered in this work are:
Kulisch-Miranker or Product: X ≤ Y if and only if
X ≤ Y and X ≤ Y .
Inclusion order: X ⊆ Y if and only if
These simple notions emphasizes the idea that interval mathematics is a kind of language that expresses or describes real numbers and their associated functions.
Definition 2.2 For each real function
is called the best interval representation of f [32] .
The interval function f is well defined and for any other interval representation F of f , F f . f returns a narrower 1 Trivially, this notion could be extended for tuples of intervals.
interval than any other interval representation of f , i.e., f is the optimal representation of f (see Hickey et al. [19] ).
Although the range of real functions applied to intervals, f ([a, b]), can be seen as an operator (see [26] , p.19) that preserves interesting properties of real functions, sometimes the resulting value is not an interval, and, thus, it is not a valid object in Moore arithmetic. Since we aim at to obtain an operator that transforms real functions into interval functions, the range is not a suitable operator for this purpose. The range f ([a, b] ) and the best interval representation f [a, b] coincide only when f is continuous: if f is continuous, then
. An interval can be seen as a set of real numbers, or as a kind of number and also as an information of a real number. Each of these notions implies a way to classify intervals and to establish a criteria of proximity, namely, a topology. Seen as a kind of number, the associated topology is called Moore Topology, which is obviously an inheritance of a topology established on the Euclidean Plane, where the standard notion of proximity is defined in terms of the distance:
Seen as an information about a real number x, the criteria of proximity is established using quasi-metrics [1] . The resulting topology and the resulting notion of continuity is called Scott topology and Scott continuity, respectively:
These notions of continuity and proximity for intervals depend on the chosen interpretation of an interval, and its respective influence on the algorithm convergence. The study of these relations and of the associated topology with respect to the viewpoint of "intervals as set of real numbers" is under analysis in the paper [5] . The relation between the continuity on real numbers and the above continuities is stated in the following theorem, proved in [32] (p. 240). 
(ii) f is Scott continuous;
Clearly, Theorem 2.1 can be adapted to our context, i.e., considering U n instead of R.
Interval t-norms, interval t-conorms and interval fuzzy negations
The generalizations proposed in [6] applies the principles discussed in the previous section. An interval t-norm (t-conorm) is considered an interval representation of a tnorm (t-conorm). This generalization fits with the idea that interval membership degrees may be thought as approximations of exact degrees [37] .
Observe that a triangular norm (conorm), t-norm (tconorm) for short, is a function T : U 2 → U that is commutative, associative, monotonic and has 1 (0) as identity.
A function N : U → U is a fuzzy negation if
In addition, fuzzy negations satisfying the involutive property are called strong fuzzy negations [22, 8] :
When the t-norm is considered, it is also possible to establish a partial order on fuzzy negations in a natural way. Let N 1 and N 2 be fuzzy negations. Then:
In the following, we show how to extend the concepts presented above by using the notion of best interval representation, according to [6, 7] . 
Proposition 3.1 If T is a t-norm (t-conorm) then
If N also satisfies the involutive property, then it is a strong interval fuzzy negation:
fuzzy negation. Then N is an interval fuzzy negation. In addition, if N is a strong fuzzy negation then N is a strong interval fuzzy negation.
Proof: It is immediate that N1 is satisfied. Also:
N2, it follows that:
Therefore, by N2, it follows that:
Fuzzy implication
Several definitions for fuzzy implication together with related properties have been studied (see, e.g., [2, 4, 8, 14, 16, 20, 24, 30, 34, 35, 36] ). The unique consensus in these definitions is that the fuzzy implication should behave analogously as the classical implication does for the crisp case. Then, a binary function I : U 2 −→ U is a fuzzy implication if I meets the minimal boundary conditions:
Several reasonable extra properties that may be required for fuzzy implications are listed below: I(x, y) ).
Other two properties related to fuzzy implications with strong negation may be also considered [8] :
I12: If N is a strong negation, then the contrapositive property holds: I(x, y) = I(N (y), N(x)).
In order to connect some fuzzy implications with some tnorms, an interesting study related to the law of importation is considered in [4] :
I14: Let T be a t-norm. Then, the law of importation concerned with T holds: I(T(x,y),z)=I(x,I(y,z)).
Generating fuzzy implications from fuzzy connectives
There are three usual ways to generate fuzzy implications from the other connectives. Let T be a t-norm, S be a t-conorm and N be a fuzzy negation. Then the equalities
are fuzzy implications, called R-implication or residuum of T , S-implication and QL-implication, respectively. The R-implication arises from the notion of residuum in Intuitionistic Logic [3] or, equivalently, from the notion of residue in the theory of lattice-ordered semigroups [15] . This is well-defined only if the t-norm is left-continuous.
It is possible to define an S-implication from conjunction and negation (or disjunction and negation) using the corresponding tautology of classical logic. Thus, S-implications are based on the classical logical equivalence:
Notice that, in some papers [8, 16, 15] , an S-implication requires strong fuzzy negation. In this work this condition is not required, based on the approach considered in [22, 2] .
QL-implications have the form used in quantum logic and are based on the"if-then-else" rules [15] .
Several results about fuzzy implication and related to the properties I1, . . ., I14 may be studied. According to the results presented in [16] , it is immediate that:
is an R-implication then the function I satisfies the properties I2, I6, I7 and I9.
Based on the results presented in [3] , it follows that: The properties stated in the previous section can be naturally extended for intervals. Notice that, since we have two natural partial orders on U and two continuity notions, some properties can have two extensions. 
Extended properties
I1: If X ≤ Z then I(X, Y ) ≥ I(Z, Y ); I2: If Y ≤ Z then I(X, Y ) ≤ I(X, Z);
I14: I(T(X, Y ), Z) = I(X, I(Y, Z)), if T is an interval tnorm.
From any fuzzy implication it is always possible to obtain an interval fuzzy implication canonically. The interval fuzzy implication, obtained in this way, also meets the optimality property and preserves the same properties satisfied by the fuzzy implication. In the following two propositions, the best interval representation of fuzzy implication is shown as an inclusion-monotonic function in both arguments and the related proofs can be constructed straightforward from the definition of I. I8: If x ∈ X then I(x, x) = 1, and then 1 ∈ I(X, X).
Proposition 5.1 If I is a fuzzy implication then I is an interval fuzzy implication.

Proposition 5.2 Let I be a fuzzy implication. Then for each
I10a,I10b: It is straightforward, from Theorem 2.1.
(x, I(x, y)), and, therefore, u ∈ I(X, I(X, Y )).
Hence, I(X, Y ) ⊆ I(X, I(X, Y )).
I11b: By I10a, I([x, x], Y ) ⊆ I([x, x], I([x, x], Y )).
So, it remains to prove that I([x, x], Y ) ⊇ I([x, x], I([x, x], Y )). Let u ∈ I([x, x], I([x, x], Y )), then there exists y ∈ Y such that u = I(x, I(x, y)).
But, by I11, I(x, I(x, y)) = I(x, y).
So, u ∈ I([x, x], Y ), and, therefore, I([x, x], Y ) ⊇ I([x, x], I([x, x], Y )).
The preservation of properties I12 -I14 will be proved separately, since another connective will be considered. 
Proof:
If u ∈ I(X, Y ), then there exist x ∈ X and y ∈ Y such that I(x, y) = u. But, by I12, I(x, 0) , is a strong fuzzy implication, and, therefore, by Theorem 3.2, N is a strong interval fuzzy negation. We will prove that N = N . Consider X ∈ U. If u ∈ N(X), then there exists x ∈ X such that I(x, 0) = u, and, therefore 
Proposition 5.5 Let I be a fuzzy implication and T be a t-norm, with I satisfying the law of importation concerned with T (I14). Then
Generating interval fuzzy implications from interval fuzzy connectives
In [10, 11, 17] it is possible to find some definitions of interval valued implications. However, the approach proposed here is in a different context. In this section, the interval fuzzy implications are generated from interval fuzzy connectives, obtained through the interval constructor.
Interval R-implications
An interval fuzzy implication I is an interval Rimplication if there is an interval t-norm T defined as
In this case we denote it by I T instead of I.
Proposition 6.1 Let T be a t-norm. Then:
Proof: See [7] . 
Interval S-Implications
An interval fuzzy implication I is an interval Simplication (I S,N ) if there are an interval t-conorm S and an interval fuzzy negation N such that
Proposition 6.3 Let S be a t-conorm and N be a fuzzy negation. Then:
Proof: Considering X, Y ∈ U, then 
Interval QL-implications
An interval fuzzy implication I is an interval QLimplication (I T,S,N ) if there are an interval t-norm T, an interval t-conorm S and an interval fuzzy negation N such that
Proposition 6.5 Let T be a t-norm, S be a t-conorm and N be a fuzzy negation. Then:
Proof: We prove that
The results follows immediately, since, for each x ∈ X, y ∈ Y , it holds that
Analogously, it is possible to prove that I T , S, N ⊆ I T,S,N .
Proposition 6.6 Let I be an interval fuzzy implication. If I is an interval QL-implication then I satisfies I2, I5 and I12.
Proof: It is analogous to Prop. 4.3.
Conclusion and Final Remarks
Following the ideas of [12, 33, 23, 28, 37, 29, 27, 25, 17] , throughout this paper, intervals were used to model the uncertainty of a specialist's information related to truth values in the fuzzy propositional calculus. The basic systems are based on interval t-norm, i.e., using subsets of the real unit interval as the standard sets of truth degrees, continuous tnorms as standard truth interval functions of conjunction and their residua as standard truth interval functions of implication.
This paper summarizes the results presented in [6, 7] . As in the previous works, it applies the concept of best interval representation as a method for the construction of fuzzy interval connectives. It also introduces the classes of Rimplications, S-implication and QL-implications. One of the main results in the paper is Theorem 5.1, which states that if a fuzzy implication satisfies a property, then its interval counterpart, built as its best interval representation, also satisfies the analogous property.
In addition, we discussed under which conditions generalized fuzzy implications applied to interval values preserve properties of canonical forms generated by interval t-norms (t-conorm). We strong urge the reader to become familiar with properties of R-implications, S-implications and QL-implications that are preserved by the interval representation.
This paper is not only useful to analyze deductive systems in mathematical depth, but it is also a foundation for methods of fuzzy logic in a broad sense, that means, a branch of many-valued logics based on the paradigm of inference under vagueness and imprecision.
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